air filtration and monitoring technologies

IAQ 32 - The multifunctional

Coros Air systems are used worldwide by major research institutes, hospitals and industrial companies
as a solution for air purification in critical areas. Coros Air 32 offers in compact format the same
technology for the reduction of allergens and pathogens present in the air in domestic and commercial
environments.

Excellent performance
1. Air purifier for residential areas whose HEPA filter is classified according to EN 1822.
EN1822 is the strictest test for HEPA filters used in hospitals and clean rooms.

2. Individually tested and certified.

Each Coros Air 32 appliance is equipped with a certificate that reports the actual results of the tests
carried out on the system, in relation to the filtration efficiency and the air flow rate.

3. Use only recognized filtration technologies (absolutely no ozone emissions).
• Prefilter with a filtration surface of 0.5 m².
• Filter against gas and odors with a content of 1.6 kg of filter mixture, capable of eliminating a wide
spectrum of chemicals and gases.
• HEPA - Filter with a filtration surface equal to 10 m² of HEPA filter material of the clean room class H12 /
13.

4. Filtration efficiency ≥ 99.97% at 0.3 microns and ≥ 99.5% even for the smallest particles
(eg virus). Superior, long-term performance with low running costs.
1. Extra long filter life, one of the longest lasting on the market.
2. Lower operating costs due to long filter life.
3. Low energy consumption.
4. Filtration elements interchangeable individually. Only the exhausted filter is replaced (no replacement
of filters in bulk).
5. The most advanced equipment
1. An intelligent monitoring system calculates the duration of the filters, operating time and ventilation
level.
2. An LED light on the control panel indicates when and which filter should be replaced.
3. Choice of fan speed.
4. Casters for convenient movement included.
5. The addition of a timer allows it to be used at set times.
6. Excellent qualities
1. 3 year warranty (for industrial / professional use, the warranty is limited to one (1) year)
2. Robust enamelled steel case.
3. Powerful fan, certified for long-lasting operation.
4. Sober design

7. Unique versatility
1.The use of filters can be changed according to changing needs.
2.A wide choice of accessories allows you to adapt the Coros Air device to individual needs: wall
bracket, adapter with flexible hose for creating positive / negative pressure.

